
 

 

So is Jesus telling us that only some of us are “good soil,” that faith for the rest 

of us is thin, rootless, destined to dry up and shrivel under the scorch of the 

sun? Is he saying that only the chosen people (whoever they are) get the rich 

and fertile soil? Is Jesus being exclusionary? Is he being racist? Is he being a 

jerk? Well as Matt can tell you, in our sermon study group this week we decided 

it wasn’t Jesus being all those things, but more likely Matthew, the gospel writer, 

being all those things and that’s an interesting conversation—-perhaps for a 

Bible Study, not for a Sunday morning homily.  
     What Jesus is explaining to his disciples is that doing this Gospel work, this 

spreading of good news work, this seeking justice for all work—-that work?  

It’s tough. Really tough. 

It’s not for the feint of heart, because more people than not will reject the 

message, more people than not will refuse to look up and out of their own 

circumstance to consider the price of their privilege on the heads, backs and 

necks of others.  

So they don’t want to hear about freedom for all forever, they don’t want to 

believe that until my neighbor is free none of us are, they don’t want to consider 

that changing the way of this world is not the job of some far away government 

official, religious or moral leader, people who have more smarts, more courage, 

more strength. 

 It’s our job. Jesus is saying we’re the sowers, casting seed on the soil, 

providing as much sun, water and nutrients as possible. Jesus is saying that 

some of the seeds will thrive, some will struggle and some will never even 
sprout. And Jesus is saying the results aren’t our concern— our work is planting 

seeds in all soil, all the time, everywhere. Our job is to sow—-to plant and plant 

and plant. The Holy One of All’s job is to harvest.  

    Jesus is telling us that this work we’ve been called to do——the work of 

standing up to hate, the work of ushering in love where only heartache and 



 

 

sorrow have lived for far too long, the work of not accepting justice for some but 

demanding justice for all, the work of feeding those who are hungry and thirsty,   

lonely and destitute, the poor in spirit as well as the poor in pocket book—-that 

work, this work —of which there seems to be an endless amount—-this work is 

not easy.  

But it is urgent. Dear God, it is so urgent...our world is such a mess.....where do 

we begin?  

     Elsewhere in the gospels Jesus tells his disciples to move quickly away from 
anyplace where their message is not accepted. He says this not because those 

folks don’t deserve a second chance but because the field is so vast and the 

laborers are so few that we need to keep moving, keep sowing, keep working.   

       Are you tired of being told there’s more work to do? Are you tired of hearing 

about the mess in this world? Are you asking, where’s the good news, where’s 

the Balm for our souls? Where’s the magic formula which will lead to the trees of 

the field clapping their hands and the hills singing with joy?  

Oh it’s there my friends.  

It’s here.   

Look at the chat section of the FB feed, the viewer count——we, we are the 

good news, we are the hope, we are the sowers for this time, in this place. We 

must prepare the land on which we stand for the Harvester,  we must 

relentlessly work the soil, we must relentlessly plant seed, we must relentlessly 

seek sun, we must relentlessly irrigate, we must  relentlessly tend because to 

make this world—-this mess of a place where we live—to make this world a land 

where justice does indeed roll down upon everyone, everywhere always and 

forever requires good, holy and sacred work performed by good, holy and 

sacred followers of the one we call Jesus. 

This is our work and I for one consider it the greatest work of all —the holy work 

of sowing the Sacred Harvester’s field. 



 

 

Let us go plant. 

Amen. 


